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DATA MANAGEMENT + DAILIES

CLOUD-POWERED ASSET MANAGEMENT  

Silverstack Lab enables simultaneous handling of data 
management and dailies creation in one tool. Footage can 
be backed up securely and organized transparently, while 
dailies can be created at the same time. 

The core of Silverstack Lab is its central clip library. When 
media is loaded off the camera, Silverstack Lab 
automatically stores all clip, look, and audio-related 
information in its central library. When transcoded clips are 
created, the library also tracks and logs all essential clip 
information. Having all digital assets in one place makes it 
easier and faster to manage, control and exchange 
production-critical data. 

Silverstack Lab comes with a high-performance transcoding 
engine and an automated audio sync function that 
significantly accelerates the creation of dailies. By 
supporting the simultaneous transcoding to AVID DNxHD, 
ProRes, and H.264 file formats (and in various resolutions), 
dailies creation reaches a whole new level of productivity.

See product page 

Pomfort ShotHub automatically 
collects, connects, and shares all 
relevant information about camera 
footage and on-set looks from both 
desktop applications Silverstack and 
Livegrade. Thus, all clip metadata 
and look information is remotely 
available, which creates the ideal 
framework for effective and seamless 
production processes. 
 
See product page 

https://pomfort.com/shothub/
https://pomfort.com/silverstacklab/


DATA MANAGEMENT

OFFLOADING

The Silverstack Offload Manager is based on the proven Silverstack copy 
and verification technology, and enables a secure, transparent, and easy 
handling of camera backups. It is tailored to the needs of anyone backing 
up camera footage on set. It offers an intuitive and highly effective way to 
complete all offload tasks for productions of any size and any budget. All 
offloaded media can be documented in clearly structured and 
automatically created offload reports. 

The Silverstack Offload Manager supports all kinds of camera formats, 
including RAW sequences, as well as photos, sound files, and other 
production documents. This gives the user full flexibility to work in any 
kind of production environment. 

See product page  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Silverstack is the industry-leading software for on-set 
data management in all kinds of professional film 
productions. A broad set of features including copying, 
playback, and reporting enables the user to backup, 
preview, and prepare movie data right on the film set. 

Silverstack copies and backs up data in a highly 
secure way, using established checksum methods. 
With Silverstack’s cascading copy function, it is even 
possible to back up footage to the fastest medium first, 
before a second copy process is automatically started 
to the remaining drives - all while the same level of 
safety is retained. All offloaded and ingested data is 
automatically stored and structured in Silverstack’s 
central clip library. This makes it easy to find, trace and 
mobilize all required clip, audio, and look information.

See product page
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